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SUMMARY

In this thesis we review two independent lines of research directed towards helping us
construct a theory of “Quantum Gravity”. While, in string/M-theory, we already enjoy a
potential theory of this type there remain many unanswered foundational questions and
missing precepts. By probing the consistency of this theory and exploring paradoxical
phenomena we can hope to make progress in this difficult task.

BACKGROUND

By “Quantum Gravity” we refer to the reconciliation of Einstein’s theory of general rel-
ativity (GR), describing the gravitational interaction of massive objects and spacetime,
and the precepts of quantum mechanics (QM). The latter generally has no observable
consequences for large objects where GR is important, whereas the former is essentially
negligible for light objects such as subatomic particles, where the effects of quantum me-
chanics are most observable. As such there has been no experimental testing grounds in
which these theories could be simultaneously checked. On the other hand, theoretically,
it is quite possible to have a very massive yet very small objects and nature provides can-
didates in the form of black holes. For such objects both these theories must be applied
simultaneously and the difficulty of this problem has challenged theoretical physicists for
several decades.

Consistency provides relatively strong constraints on such a theory and the initial chal-
lenge is simply to formulate a theory that can consistently incorporate the precepts of
general relativity and quantum mechanics even in the most basic way. String/M-theory is
a leading candidate theory of “Quantum Gravity” that does exactly this (and significantly
more). A disadvantage of string theory, however, is that it is formulated “perturbatively”
rather than being defined from the ground up. Our understanding of the theory has come
by constructing several different pieces and seeing how they fit together to give a tantaliz-
ing glimpse into an exciting and beautiful theory. We are still searching, however, for the
foundation stones upon which all these pieces lie.
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INFORMATION LOSS

Given a framework for quantum gravity such as string theory it becomes possible to more
extensively check it against constraints coming from well-known physics.

For instance, by applying experimentally proven techniques from quantum field theory
Stephen Hawking was able to demonstrate that black holes should radiate away their mass
in the form of thermal radiation. Before explaining this let us recall that a black hole is
produced when a star or other large object collapses due to its own gravitational pressure
into something that just gets smaller and smaller. At some point the density of matter and
energy at its core become so high that our existing description of physics breaks down:
this region is termed the singularity and is the heart of the black hole. Indeed it is the
physics of regions such as the singularity that quantum gravity is intended to describe.
This is because at the singularity a huge amount of matter and energy are in a region that
is subatomic and both quantum mechanics and gravity are relevant. An important property
of such regions is that spacetime becomes very strongly “curved” due to the high density
of matter and energy.

Surrounding the singularity, possibly quite far from it, is the so-called “Event Horizon”
or just horizon. This is a fictitious envelope (there is no physical object making up the
horizon; it simply delimits a sphere of fixed distance from the singularity) from within
which nothing can escape. This is the origin of the infamous “blackness” of a black hole.
However, because the horizon region can be quite far from the singularity (kilometers or
even light-years depending on the mass of the black hole) it is just a regular region of
spacetime and our physical theories should accurately describe what occurs in this region
(even without resorting to quantum gravity).

Using this fact Hawking was able to demonstrate that in the vicinity of the black hole
horizon quantum fluctuations, of the sort well described by standard quantum mechanics,
would create pairs of correlated particles out of “nothing”. If one member of a pair should
fall into the black hole while the other escapes to infinity the black hole effectively losses
energy or mass and becomes smaller while simultaneously seeming to emit a particle.
This in itself is not a problem but recall that the in-falling and out-going particles are
correlated at their creation meaning that they contain information about each other. A
particular feature of quantum mechanics tells us that this correlation should persists even
as they are separated so the particles actually “know” about the state of the other (this is
a difficult concept that we cannot do justice to here; suffice to say the particles somehow
remain connected even though they can be very far apart). We are left with many particles
far away from the black hole correlated with many particles in the black hole. At the
same time, however, the black hole is losing its mass and, as a consequence, the horizon
is shrinking.

Ultimately, the black hole will have almost entirely disappeared yet we expect it to contain
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a lot of “information” about the particles it emitted that it should still be correlated with.
This is difficult to reconcile as the black hole can essentially entirely “evaporate” while
seeming to be correlated with a huge number of particles that it has emitted. Moreover it
should also contain information about all the matter that fell into it and since this matter
is localized at the singularity, far from the horizon, this information cannot be encoded in
the outgoing particles created near the horizon.

The above is one facet of what is referred to as the “Information Loss Paradox”. One
of the goals of this thesis is to contribute some insight into to how such a problem can
be resolved. Addressing the “Information Loss Paradox” will likely (and has already to
some degree) require us to re-examine our naive guess as to what quantum gravity really
is.

NON-PERTURBATIVE ASPECTS

A somewhat unrelated issue is the question of how the many parts of string theory fit
together to form a coherent theory. The current formulation of string theory is “perturba-
tive” meaning the theory can explain the dynamics of quantum gravity once we fix some
“background” data but does not provide a (direct) way of understanding the dynamics of
the “backgrounds” themselves. There are many indirect ways to do this, however, and,
taken as a whole, we have a picture of what the full version of the theory should look like.

To more fully flesh out what such a theory should be it is often possible to work with
“topological” versions of string theory which are vastly simplified versions of the theory
that nonetheless capture some of its essential character and can even address interesting
and difficult problems.

An important notion when considering such simplified theories is supersymmetry. This
is a potential symmetry of nature (which may well be observed at the upcoming LHC
experiment) that requires a very precise relationship between the different kinds of par-
ticles that exist and strongly constraints their interactions. Even if a given theory has
the capacity for a symmetry, however, it is not always realized by every configuration
allowed by this theory. A useful analogy here is a theory describing carbon atoms. When
freely moving as a gas they exhibit no preferred direction so enjoy, for example, a ro-
tational symmetry. When compressed, however, carbon atoms organize themselves into
a diamond which has a lattice structure singling out certain directions and breaking this
rotational symmetry. This is why diamonds can be cut only along particular planes.

The topological versions of string theory generally describes only the part of the theory
which enjoys this higher degree of (super)symmetry. While this is quite restrictive and is
not capable, even in principle, of reproducing the physics of our world it can nonetheless
teach us important conceptual lessons about the theory.
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RESULTS

To address the questions raised above we study two quite different systems. We first con-
sider four and five dimensional multicentered solutions. These are solutions to Einstein’s
equations (the defining equations of GR) describing different possible shapes of four and
five dimensional spacetimes. They can either describe single or multiple black holes or
even “smooth” configurations without black holes but that, far enough away, do look like
black holes. The main point is that the latter non-black hole configurations do not have
horizons or singularities like black holes so they are not subject to the same paradoxes
as black holes. A recent idea, entitled the fuzzball proposal posits that a black hole is
actually nothing more than an approximate description of such a smooth configuration or
even a quantum “average” over such solutions (or possibly solutions with more stringy
ingredients that nonetheless are horizon and singularity free).

If this is the case then information would not be lost because these objects would be-
have differently than black holes in subtle ways. For such effects to resolve the puzzle,
however, it is necessary for several important changes in our understanding of quantum
gravity. For instance, since Hawking’s computation involved only the area near the black
hole horizon, which is generally thought to be well described without needing to resort to
quantum gravity, it is assumed, by many, to be independent of the exact nature of quantum
gravity. In order for the putative description of the black hole in terms of some horizon-
free spacetime (or an average thereof) to actually resolve information loss the effects of
quantum gravity would have to extend all the way to the horizon. This is a rather dras-
tic change as it is usually believed that quantum gravity is only important in regions of
spacetime where space is very strongly curved, e.g. near the singularity of a black hole.
At the horizon, on the other hand, spacetime can be approximately flat, with a very weak
gravitational field, so if quantum gravity is important in this region we need to reexamine
our understanding of the latter.

Two important questions emerge in this context:

• Can quantum gravity effects be important, even in regions of spacetime which are
not strongly curved?

• What is the nature of the real black hole “geometry”? More specifically: is it a
quantum average over smooth spacetimes or a quantum average over spacetimes
which cannot be described by GR but require string theory to describe them?

The main results of Part I of this thesis concern precisely the above two questions.
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LARGE QUANTUM FLUCTUATIONS

In this thesis we study particular multicentered configurations of the sort described above
and make an important discovery. Because of the special properties of these spacetimes,
namely that they are supersymmetric, we can study how quantum mechanics effects them.
What we find is, surprisingly, that quantum effects are sometimes important even when
these spacetimes are not strongly curved and have no singularities.

What we find indeed is that some such spacetimes develop very deep “throats”: regions
where space is stretched and nearby objects effectively would be pulled inwards. These
spacetimes look very much like the region near the horizon of a black hole and indeed we
can find examples that approximate the latter to arbitrary accuracy. On the other hand,
these spacetimes never actually have horizons or singularities so, while they can be made
to look a lot like black holes, they avoid the problems of the latter. Thus such spacetimes
are ideal candidates for the objects that form the underlying description of a black hole.

At the same time, it is precisely for such spacetimes that we find that quantum gravity
effects become important even where one might naively have imagined they would not.
This is quite suggestive that such effects may be important in resolving the “Information
Loss Paradox”.

THE INCONSISTENCY OF GRAVITY

Our discovery above was really in the context of gravity. By restricting to a special class
of supersymmetric spacetimes in theories of gravity which are themselves supersymmetric
we managed to combine quantum mechanics and gravity and get reasonable results. This
large degree of symmetry allows us to go considerably further than is generally possible
when trying to combine gravity and quantum mechanics, even without the use of string
theory.

Within this context we can consider supersymmetric black holes (i.e. black holes that
themselves exhibit this symmetry) and attempt to address the question of whether such
supersymmetric black holes can be thought of as quantum “averages” of the supersym-
metric smooth spacetimes we describe above or if gravity itself is not sufficient and ad-
ditional stringy ingredients are necessary. We do precisely this and find that the smooth
gravitational spacetimes described above are not numerous enough to account for some
properties of the black hole (in particular, its entropy), strongly suggesting that additional,
stringy, ingredients are necessary.

This result is both technically and conceptually interesting. Technically it means that to
understand black holes better it is not sufficient to just work with gravity but we must also
understand the additional ingredients coming from string theory. Conceptually it suggests
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that gravity is not a complete theory in itself since additional “degrees of freedom” from
string theory are necessary to make the theory complete. An interesting aspect of this
is that gravity may then be seen as an emergent phenomena providing an “effective”
description of these hidden stringy degrees of freedom, a viewpoint for which there is
considerable evidence from many different sources. Alternatively, perhaps gravity is a
complete theory but then the way we have applied quantum mechanics to these spacetimes
was incorrect.

TOPOLOGICAL M VS. STRING THEORY

A final product of this thesis is an exploration of the relation between topological string
and M-theory. String theory is a theory that lives naturally in 10 dimensions but it is
believed to be an approximate description of a more complete theory mysteriously enti-
tled M-theory which is actually an 11 dimensional theory. To recover the 4 dimensions
of spacetime that we are familiar with (three spatial directions and one time direction)
it is necessary to posit that there are either 6 or 7 very small dimensions which are not
visible to our experiments because their small size is far beyond the resolution of cur-
rent technology. Consistency of string/M-theory constrains somewhat the shape of these
small dimensions and relates them to mathematically well studied manifolds (higher di-
mensional shapes, analogous to e.g. a two-dimensional sphere or torus). Calabi-Yau are
such six dimensional manifolds whereas G2 manifolds are seven dimensional manifolds
satisfying the necessary constraints of M-theory. Calabi-Yau can actually be embedded
within G2 manifolds in much the same way as a line (a 1-dimensional manifold) can be
embedded in a plane (a 2-dimensional manifold). This provides a link between string
and M-theory as we can think of string theory with a Calabi-Yau as an approximate de-
scription of M-theory with aG2 manifold that has that same Calabi-Yau embedded within
it.

Topological string theory, as mentioned before, is a simplified toy model of string theory
that captures mostly its supersymmetric aspects and, indeed, focuses on strings moving
in a Calabi-Yau manifold. This is a subject that has been studied at great length and has
generated a wealth of interesting results for physicists and mathematicians alike. There
are two kinds of topological string theories on Calabi-Yau manifolds: the A- and the
B-model. In fact, these mimic two facets of ordinary (non-topological) string theory
known as type IIA and IIB string theory, which are believed to be non-perturbatively
related. An immediate question that interests us is if the A- and B-model are related non-
perturbatively and, if so, what can this tell us about the fundamental formulation of the
theory? Recall that string theory, even its topological version, is formulated against fixed
“backgrounds” and we would like to find a (non-perturbative) theory that also encodes the
dynamics of these backgrounds. There is evidence that the A- and B-models are nothing
but separate aspects of this single non-perturbative theory which we might optimistically
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label “topological M-theory” much as IIA and IIB string theory are believed to be different
aspects of regular M-theory.

In order to study the subtle relationship between M-theory and string theory we explore
the relationship between the simplified “topological” versions of these theories. M-theory
is actually a theory of membranes, not strings, but we prefer to study strings moving in
a G2 manifold as there are technical reasons why this might be related to membranes on
the same manifold. Moreover, the study of membranes on such manifolds has proven
technically quite difficult.

We identify the various kinds of “branes” (higher dimensional objects ubiquitous in M/string
theory) allowed by topological strings on G2 manifolds and the theories describing their
dynamics. In certain cases these theories are very computationally tractable and one can
hope to gain a great amount of information about the topological G2 string itself from the
fact that its related to these brane theories. While we lay the foundation for this we do not
pursue it further here though it is certainly an interesting avenue for future research.

We also relate the brane theories we find on G2 manifolds to brane theories derived from
topological strings on a Calabi-Yau embedded on G2 manifolds. With this we find con-
nections between the topologicalG2 theory and both the A- and B-model on Calabi-Yaus.
This hints that there is indeed a unification of the two six-dimensional theories within the
seven-dimensional theory. Unfortunately topological string theory on G2 manifolds is
still in its infancy and much work is required developing the latter before we can more
fully test how it integrates the A- and B-model and what their relationship might be. Do-
ing so may help shed light on the different facets of string theory and how they are unified
under the auspices of M-theory.
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